
Seed Dispersal



When a flower is full of seeds, it needs to get rid of 
them so that they can grow and become new plants.

This is called seed dispersal.



Plants don’t have legs, so they can’t just get up and walk 
somewhere new to plant their seeds. 

They want their seeds to grow in as many different places as 
possible.

It’s important to grow in lots of different places. This stops the 
same area from becoming overcrowded. 

Almost all seeds are made inside fruits. These fruits provide 
protection and nutrients to the seeds while they are developing.



Sycamore seeds and dandelion seeds both have fruits 
which have adapted to use the wind to carry the seeds 
away when the seeds are ready. 
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1. Wind



2. Bursting

Some plants have pods full of seeds which will burst, showering 
the ground with seeds, like the Himalayan Balsam seed. 



3. Water

Some plants rely on water to disperse their seeds. These seeds will 
either grow on the water or by the side of water.

Water lilies live on the water so they use the water to disperse 
their seeds. They make very light seeds which will float away on 
the water for a while, then sink to the bottom of a pond to grow a 
new lily. 
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Water lily



Palm tree seeds (coconuts) are very 
light which helps them float and grow 
another palm tree somewhere else. 
Palm trees that grow by the oceans 
drop their seeds which can be swept 
far away by the ocean.  Coconuts are 
well known travellers. 
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Willow and silver birch trees 
often grow near water.                                                                                 

Their seeds are very light 
which helps them to float                                                                                  

away on water.



4. Catching a ride

Some plants such as cockleburs have developed to grow tiny 
hooks on their fruits which hook on to animals (or people) that 

pass by the plant.  Eventually they will drop off on to the ground.

This dog has been covered in burs. Burdock seeds



5. Digested seeds

Some plants make tasty fruits. This is to encourage animals (and 
people!) to eat the fruits. The animal eats the seeds. When the 
animal has a poo, the seeds fall onto the ground and are buried, 
ready to grow. The seeds travel as far as the animal.
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6. Drop and roll!

Some fruits such as horse chestnuts are in a case which cracks 
open when it hits the ground. The fruit inside then rolls away from 
the tree and hopes to get planted in the ground.
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